This study presents a finite element modeling (FE) of the temperature field and residual stress during high temperature brazing process of tool components with cooling channels and asymmetric geometry. The thermo-mechanical analysis was developed by using the commercial software Ansys 12 [1] . The thermal and mechanical material properties are introduced as temperature dependent functions, due to the material phase changes (austenite-martensite) occurring in the steel X20Cr13 during brazing. The results indicate that the model can effectively predict the stress and the temperature distribution during the brazing process. The experimental results can be implemented in a FEsimulation in order to provide recommendations for the optimization of the process and the control of residual stresses in the joint.
Introduction
Production technologies enable the fabrication of machining tools with complex geometries and high accuracy. Tools with cooling channels for example are manufactured in individual parts and later joined by high temperature brazing. During brazing of components with cooling channels and different material properties, temperature gradients can emerge leading to high residual stresses. The appearance of residual stress in and around the cooling channels can be detrimental to the durability of the tool. In this work a FE-model for CDpress matrices has been developed. This is an injection molding insert which consists of two individual parts and is based on an injection molding tool for the production of CD blanks. This demonstrator geometry was jointly defined by the members of the project accompanying committee. The simulation enables analyzing the thermal stress, predicting the temperature distribution during the brazing process [2, 3] and providing information about the effect of phase changes on the stress development in the base material [4, 5, 6 ].
Modelling Procedure

Analysis strategy
The thermal residual stress simulation is performed sequentially in two steps. First, the temperature distribution of the brazed components is computed and then employed as a thermal load in the subsequent calculation of residual stress field. The component is warmed up to the brazing temperature between 1000 -1050 °C [7, 8] . The heat transfer is assumed to occur by external thermal radiation and thermal conduction inside the components. Thermal analysis suggests that the convection and radiation contributions during heating are very low in comparison with the thermal conduction during the brazing process. The thermal computations are based on the nonlinear heat transfer equation which was developed to handle transient three-dimensional finite element solutions [9, 10, 11] .
For equation (1.1) , nonlinear boundary conditions of the following kinds were used [12] :  Prescribed heat flux or Neumann boundary condition
 The nonlinear convective boundary condition can be written as
Temperature dependent material properties have been implemented into the model for the selected materials. Thermo-mechanical data included: density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. The material model considered is a kinematic hardening model proposed by von Mises and Hill is shown in Figure 2 . The constitutive equations are based on the von Mises yield function and the associated flow rule. The model can be used to simulate the Bauschinger effect, the complicated plastic behaviour of materials such as hardening [13] .
Model formulation
A 3D-CAD-model of the components used in the study is presented in Figure 2 .
Main geometrical features are:
 thickness of elements 6 mm, 20 mm  brazing gap 0.05 mm  diameter of 120 mm
The tetrahedral mesh is generated automatically (Fig. 3) . The high stress regions and the contact regions were locally refined. This is important in order to reduce the computational time required for the calculation and to obtain a more detailed solution close to the considered regions. X20Cr13 and X5CrNi18-10 steels are used as base materials and Nickel based L -Ni 2 as a brazing foil. The material properties were inserted and defined in the pre-processing step of Ansys [1] . For more realistic predictions concerning residual stresses in the components, it is essential to consider the complex effects of phase transformation in the simulation. The formation of martensite is based on the Koistinen-Marburgerequation for diffusionless transformation [14, 15, 16] : In the cooling phase and in the case of higher cooling rates, the yield strength increases in the temperature range between 473 K and 373 K by the increasing martensite fraction in the structure. The volume change in the base material as a result of thermal expansion as well as the phase transformation have a great influence on the stress formation in the brazed joint. During the calculation, temperature-dependent thermal expansion coefficients for each phase were implemented in the model to account for the volume leap during the phase transformation of the steel (X20Cr13). Figure 4 shows dilatometer curves of steel X20Cr13 during heating and cooling cycles [17] . The thermal expansion has increased with increasing temperature. At TMs = 573 K (cooling rate = 0.14 K / s), the austenite phase changes into the martensite phase. This transformation was accompanied by a volume change which can lead to stresses.
Results and Discussion
Temperature field
The brazing cyc1e used for simulation is presented in Figure 5 . The temperature profile consists of three stages. First the component is gradually heated to the brazing temperature (1273,15 -1323,15 K) at the speed of 10 K/min, then held at 1323,15 K for 30 min and finally cooled down from brazing to room temperature at 35 K/min for the first and 100 K/min for the second brazing cycle. Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution in the upper component. During brazing of the components with complex geometries, temperature gradients can be observed. The result of the numerical ca1culation documents that the high cooling rate (100 K/min) causes higher temperature gradients in the base material (X20Cr13). The temperature difference between the centre and the outer surface of the component is 10 K at the cooling rate of 35 K/min and 35 K at 100 K/min. The difference of temperature inside and outside the component causes great distortion which has a negative impact on the life cyc1e of the tool.
Figure7 shows the temperature distribution in the lower component (X20Cr13). The difference of the temperature attains the value of 5 K at a cooling rate of 35 K/min and 25 K at 100 K/min.
It is conc1uded that the cooling rate has a significant effect on the temperature gradient and therefore on the stress concentration in the components.
Residual stress
The stress distribution analysis shows that during heating low values emerge. During cooling high stresses appear in the base material. The reason is that the material properties of the base metal and the filler metal are dissimilar. The different thermal coefficients result in permanent deformation. High temperature gradients have great effect on the stress distribution and consequently on the residual stresses [18] .  during cooling at 100 K/min are 85 MPa and 70 MPa, respectively. In addition, the simulation results have shown the effect of the material phase change on the stress distribution in the base material (X20Cr13). The austenite-martensite transformation causes stress degradation in the base material and at the end of the brazing cycle, a persistent residual stress of 57 MPa in the x-ax.is direction and 72 MPa in the y-axis direction [19, 20] .
Experimental validation
Temperature profiles are measured at different positions (BI, B2, B3, B4, B5) (Fig. 9) . It is shown that during the brazing cycle, temperature difference emerges in the component. The measured temperature difference between the positions B5 and B4 for example attaints 60 K during the heating cycle, and 103 K during cooling.
The experimental results indicate that the heat transfer in components with complex geometries is inhomogeneous. The components are also subjected to a very extreme deformation, especially during the cooling cycle. The measured temperature data are compared with computed results. Figure 10 illustrates the simulated and the measured temperature profile in B3: the comparison shows that numerical results of temperature match with the experimental data.
In the evaluations, a maximum temperature difference of 20 K between the simulation and the experiment at the position B3 was determined during the cooling phase. The thermal stress distribution in components with tempered channels is shown in Figure 11 . It can be seen that the highest thermal stresses are located in the middle part of the component. Moreover, stress peaks intensity of 100 MPa emerges in the cooling channels. Calculations with a change in the geometry or shape of the cooling channels in the lower part showed decreasing amounts of the maximum residual stresses in the base material. A rounding off of the sharp edges of the cooling channels with a radius r = 0.5 mm resulted in a higher decrease of the tensile stresses. At a cooling rate of 100 K / min, tensile stresses of 7.6 MPa emerged, and the stress distribution was inhomogeneous, what could lead to a local stress concentration and finally to failure. Figure 12 shows that the rounding off of the sharp edges has caused a reduction in the tensile stresses. It is also clear that homogeneous compressive stresses have formed in the component.
Conclusion
The presented results provide an insight into the residual stresses occurring in the base and the brazing material of the tool components with cooling channels and asymmetric geometry during brazing. In addition, experimental investigations were carried out on the temperature profiles in the component for the validation of the developed model and for demonstration. The investigations prove that the heating respectively the cooling of the component is inhomogeneous during the brazing process. This is a confirmation of the calculations which showed that with increasing cooling rate higher temperature gradients emerge in the component. The edge area cooled faster than the core area. The temperature differences were up to 35 K. This can cause considerable distortions and stresses in the solder connection, which limit the lifecycle of the tool. Apart from the adaptation of the brazing cycle, the geometry also has an influence on the emergence of thermal stresses. Therefore calculations on the basis of geometry adjustments were implemented. These show that with minor adjustments, the stresses within the component may be affected. Thus, the sharp transitions of the cooling channels in the lower part were rounded. This approach resulted in a decrease of stress peaks. The FE-model was used to predict the thermal behaviour in the component and to control the temperature uniformity during the brazing cycle by modifying the programmed brazing cycle.
